
Title: Acceleration Lab

Objectives: 

 Determine the speed of the car at various 
locations on the ramp

 Determine the rate of acceleration of the 
car on the ramp through calculations and 
using a graph.

EVERY person is responsible for their own lab report!!

Due Thursday Sept 20 by 11:59 pm



I. Title

II. Objectives

III. Raw Data Table

IV. Calculated Data 
Table

V. 2 Graphs Section

–Position vs. Time

• distance A to B & avg. time A to B

–Velocity vs. Time 

• Speed @ B & avg. time A to B

–Scroll down for help with graphing in 
Google Forms

VI. Conclusion & Evaluation

–Scroll down for help with conclusion 
& evaluation

TURN IN on Google Classroom 
- one document



2 Data Tables:
• Raw Data
• Calculated Data 

(7 columns across, 7 down)

Distance A to B
Avg. Time at A
Avg. Time at B
Avg. Time AB
Speed at A
Speed at B
Acceleration

2 Graphs:
Position vs. Time

use: distance A to B & avg. time A to B
&

Velocity vs. Time 
use: Speed @ B & avg. time A to B

Includes distance 

& time trials



ACCELERATION LAB
Calculations

Acceleration = Final Speed – Initial Speed

avg. time A to B 

5 cm is the wing of the car

This is what passes 

through the light beam in 

order to record time of the 

car.

Initial Speed =           5 cm    

avg. time at A

Final Speed =          5 cm    

avg. time at B

Initial Speed is Speed @ A
Final Speed is Speed @ B









You should only have one line on each graph.
If you have 2 lines graphed and need help come see me.



Conclusion and Evaluation [typed in paragraph form]

In your own words – not as a group.  If yours are similar to other group 

members then you will not receive credit for this section. Everyone writes 

differently. Be authentic in your writing!

 State and justify a conclusion based on a reasonable interpretation of the data.

 Include the following questions in your conclusion section [paragraph form]:

 Looking at the position vs. time graph you created is it a straight or curved 

line? Give an explanation of what your line illustrates.

 What is the vertical-intercept of your velocity vs. time graph? What does this 

represent about the cart?

 Does the car accelerate as it rolls down the ramp? Justify your answer. 

 What does the slope of your velocity vs. time graph tell you about the cart?

 Is the acceleration of the car changing as it moves down the ramp? Explain 

your answer using what you know about the slope of a straight line.

 Evaluate your entire lab for limitations, weaknesses and errors. Although sloppy 

technique or human error is a source of error, it is NOT AN ACCEPTABLE 

source of error. 

 Provide suggestions on realistic improvements to the lab. 



Every person is responsible for their own lab report
Turn In on your classes Google Classroom

DO NOT share!!


